In situ switching of sorbent functionality as monitored with hyperpolarized (129)Xe NMR spectroscopy.
In this contribution, we demonstrate that a material (organic zeolite mimetic coordination polymer [CuL(2)], where L = L(-) = CF(3)COCHCOC(OCH(3))(CH(3))(2)) can be endowed with its functionality in situ under molecular-level control. This process involves the isomerization of the ligands followed by phase interconversion from a dense to an open, porous form. The porous (beta) form of the complex reveals zeolite-like behavior but, unlike zeolites and many other hard porous frameworks, porosity may be created or destroyed at will by the application of suitable external stimuli. Contact with methylene chloride vapor was used to switch on the sorbent functionality, whereas switching off was accomplished with a temperature pulse. The transformations between functionally inactive alpha and active beta forms, as well as the amount of vacant pore space, were monitored in situ by observing the NMR spectrum of hyperpolarized (HP) Xe atom probes. For methylene chloride, the chemical shift of the coabsorbed HP Xe correlated directly with the amount of adsorbate in the pore system of the open framework, illustrating the use of HP Xe for following sorption kinetics. The adsorption of propane, as an inert adsorbate, was also monitored directly with (1)H NMR, with HP Xe and by BET measurements, revealing more complex behavior.